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ACCOUNTING

NEWS
BLIND FREDDY - COMMON
ERRORS IN ACCOUNTING FOR
IMPAIRMENT – PART 4 – NOT
TESTING IMPAIRMENT AT THE
CORRECT UNIT OF ACCOUNT
The ‘Blind Freddy’ proposition is a term used by Justice Middleton in the case of ASIC v Healey & Ors
[2011] (Centro case) to describe glaringly obvious mistakes.
In this month’s Blind Freddy article, we continue our series on errors that can be made in applying
the requirements of AASB 136 Impairment of Assets, focusing on errors that can be made by not
testing impairment at the correct ‘unit of account’.
When there is an indicator that an asset or group of assets is impaired, that asset (or group of
assets) must be tested for impairment. Determining the level at which impairment testing takes
place (the ‘unit of account’) involves significant judgement. However, there are clear ‘rules’ set out
in AASB 136 Impairment of Assets that, if not followed, can result in ‘Blind Freddy’ errors, such as:
• Testing impairment as part of a cash-generating unit (CGU), rather than as an individual asset
• Testing an asset for impairment at the individual asset level, rather than as part of a CGU
• Incorrectly identifying an entity’s CGUs, including CGUs being too large or too small
• Incorrectly determining a CGU at too high a level because the outputs from a CGU are
consumed by other CGUs within the business
• Not consistently identifying CGUs from period to period for the same asset (or types of assets)
where no change is justified
• Incomplete disclosure about changes to CGU composition.
It must also be recognised that special rules apply to the impairment testing of goodwill in respect
of CGUs and groups of CGUs. The notion of testing impairment at a group of CGUs is specific to
goodwill. Again, this can cause confusion in the correct application of AASB 136.
A commonly used term in the application of AASB 136 is ‘top down AND bottom up’ impairment
testing. The ‘top down’ refers to the impairment testing of goodwill, the ‘bottom up’ refers to the
impairment testing at an individual asset level, working up to a group of assets, then to a CGU.
The resulting Blind Freddy errors are discussed in more detail below.
Testing impairment as part of a cash-generating unit (CGU), rather than as an individual asset
The basic requirement of AASB 136 is that impairment testing should be performed at the
individual asset level. If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, that asset’s
recoverable amount shall be determined.
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If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, recoverable
amount shall be estimated for the individual asset. If it is not possible
to estimate the recoverable amount of the individual asset, an entity
shall determine the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to
which the asset belongs (the asset’s cash-generating unit).
AASB 136, paragraph 66
Only where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of
the individual asset, can an entity switch to determine the recoverable
amount of the CGU to which the asset belongs, i.e. this is the ‘bottom up’
approach, starting at the individual asset and working up to the CGU. The
main reason for it not being possible to determine an individual asset’s
recoverable amount is where ‘the asset does not generate cash inflows
that are largely independent of those from other assets’ (AASB 136,
paragraph 67(e)).
One of the specified indicators of impairment in AASB 136, paragraph
12(e), is ‘evidence is available of obsolescence or physical damage of an
asset’. A Blind Freddy error is therefore ignoring the impairment of an
obsolete or damaged asset when it is being used in a profitable CGU.
Example 1
Company A operates a profitable bus route, bus route A. It uses five buses
to service bus route A, each with a carrying value of $50,000. One bus is
found to have major problems with its motor failing to pass the State’s
revised safety standards for buses. The bus is therefore not being used.
Company A tests for impairment at the CGU level, being the bus route, as
follows:
Route A
($)
Assets – Five buses @ $50,000 each

250,000

NPV of cash flows on bus route A

300,000

Surplus

50,000

Company A incorrectly concludes that there is no impairment charge
to recognise because the recoverable amount of the CGU ($300,000)
exceeds its carrying amount ($250,000).
The impairment test should have been performed at the asset level, with
the bus that is not being used being impaired, and its recoverable amount
likely to be determined using its fair value less costs of disposal (FVLCD).
Blind Freddy Error 1
Failing to test individual assets with impairment indicators before
testing the whole CGU for impairment.
Testing an asset for impairment at the individual asset level, rather
than as part of a CGU
A mirror of Blind Freddy Error 1 is the case where an asset’s recoverable
amount cannot be determined, but is tested at the individual asset level.
Example 2
A mining company owns a private railway to support its mining activities.
The private railway could be sold only for scrap value, and it does not
generate cash inflows that are largely independent of the cash inflows
from the other assets of the mine.
The mining company concludes that because the railway does not
generate cash, it is impaired and it is written down to its scrap value
(FVLCD).
This is a ‘Blind Freddy’ error because it is not possible to estimate the
recoverable amount of the private railway by itself because it does not
generate its own cash flows (therefore value in use is nil). The mining
company should therefore estimate the recoverable amount of the CGU
to which the private railway belongs, i.e. the mine as a whole.

Blind Freddy Error 2
Impairing individual assets with no independent cash flows, rather
than allocating them to a relevant CGU.
Incorrectly determining the CGU, including CGUs being too large or
too small
A cash-generating unit is the smallest identifiable group of assets
that generates cash inflows that are largely independent of the cash
inflows from other assets or groups of assets.
Definition of ‘cash-generating unit’ in AASB 136
This basic definition can lead to two Blind Freddy errors as follows:
• CGUs being too small (the group of assets are not independent) likely to result in impairment charges being excessive, or
• CGUs being too large - likely to result in impairment charges being
understated.
When considering the use of CGUs in impairment testing under AASB
136, confusion arises from the special rules on impairment testing for
goodwill in paragraph 80 (to be discussed in next month’s Blind Freddy
article) and the testing of individual assets (other than goodwill) for
impairment. Impairment testing for goodwill introduces the concept of
testing impairment at a level of a ‘group of CGUs’. This is a special rule
for goodwill, and impairments of assets other than goodwill must be
performed at the CGU level (not for a group of CGUs).
It is worth considering Illustrative Example, IE1, in AASB 136.
Background
Store X belongs to a retail store chain M. X makes all its retail
purchases through M’s purchasing centre. Pricing, marketing,
advertising and human resources policies (except for hiring X’s
cashiers and sales staff) are decided by M. M also owns five other
stores in the same city as X (although in different neighbourhoods)
and 20 other stores in other cities. All stores are managed in the same
way as X. X and four other stores were purchased five years ago and
goodwill was recognised.
What is the cash-generating unit for X (X’s cash-generating unit)?
AASB 136, Illustrative Example IE1
The analysis in IE2 – IE4 states:
In identifying X’s cash-generating unit, an entity considers whether,
for example:
(a) internal management reporting is organised to measure
performance on a store-by-store basis; and (b) the business is run on a
store-by-store profit basis or on a region/city basis.
AASB 136, Illustrative Example IE2
All M’s stores are in different neighbourhoods and probably have
different customer bases. So, although X is managed at a corporate
level, X generates cash inflows that are largely independent of those
of M’s other stores. Therefore, it is likely that X is a cash-generating
unit.
AASB 136, Illustrative Example IE3
CGU too small
If the impairment test is performed at a level such that the CGU is too
small, it is likely that the entity will recognise excessive impairment
charges. This can arise when the group of assets are not independent of
other assets in generating cash, for example, where various services are
bundled to derive revenue or income from a customer.
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Example 3
A bus company provides services under a contract with a municipality that requires minimum
service on each of five separate bus routes.
Assets devoted to each route, and the cash flows from each route, can be identified separately.
One of the routes operates at a significant loss.
Route 1
($)

Route 2
($)

Route 3
($)

Route 4
($)

Route 5
($)

Total
($)

Assets

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

500,000

NPV of
cash flows
from each
route

20,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

150,000

500,000

(80,000)

10,000

10,000

10,000

50,000

Nil

Surplus

The entity tests the assets associated with the loss making route for impairment and incorrectly
recognises an impairment loss of $80,000. Although separate cash flows can be identified with
each bus route, the requirement in the contract to provide a minimum service on each route
means that the CGU (smallest identifiable group of assets that generates cash inflows that are
largely independent of the cash inflows from other assets or groups of assets) is the total of all
bus routes because the cash flows for loss-making route 1 are dependent on the cash flows of the
sum of all routes.
Blind Freddy Error 3
CGUs being tested at a level that is too low, resulting in excessive impairment charges.
CGU too large
If the impairment test is performed at a level such that the CGU is too large, it is likely that
the entity will understate its impairment charge. This can arise when the group of assets are
independent of other assets in generating cash, and the entity wrongly combines cash flows instead
of disaggregating them.
When CGUs are too large, this Blind Freddy error typically results in:
• Cash flows from profitable operations supporting the carrying amounts of assets from
unprofitable operations, or
• Cash flows from fully depreciated assets, or assets with low carrying amounts on the balance
sheet, supporting the carrying amount of significant assets that generate minimal cash flows.
Example 4
A bus company provides services under contract with a municipality.
It operates five key arterial routes. Assets devoted to each route, and the cash flows from each
route, can be identified separately.
One of the routes operates at a significant loss.
Because the entity has the option to curtail any one bus route, the lowest level of identifiable cash
inflows that are largely independent of the cash inflows from other assets (or groups of assets), is
the cash inflows generated by an individual route. For the purpose of impairment testing, it would
be therefore wrong to aggregate all five routes into a single CGU.
Example 5
A retailer operates five separate stores in a particular city.
The assets which are dedicated to each store, and the cash flows from each store, can be identified
separately.
One of the stores operates at a significant loss.
For the purpose of impairment testing, it would be wrong to aggregate all five stores into a single
CGU. The assets associated with the loss making store should be tested for impairment against the
cash flows generated from that store.
Store 1
($)

Store 2
($)

Store 3
($)

Store 4
($)

Store 5
($)

Total
($)

Assets

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

500,000

NPV of
cash flows
from each
route

20,000

110,000

120,000

120,000

150,000

520,000

(80,000)

10,000

20,000

20,000

50,000

20,000

Surplus
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The entity performs the impairment test at the group of CGUs (each
store is a CGU and records no impairment loss, having determined the
recoverable amount to be $520,000 compared to a carrying amount of
$500,000).

Example 6
Company B is a steel manufacturer that operates one steel mill and also
owns two coal mines, one produces coking coal, the other thermal coal.
All of the mines’ output is consumed in the steel mill.

Application of AASB 136 would require the recording of an impairment
loss of $80,000 for Store 1.
Blind Freddy Error 4
CGUs being tested at a level that is too high, resulting in understated
impairment charges.
Incorrectly determining a CGU at too high a level because the
outputs from a CGU are consumed by other CGUs within the
business
Another Blind Freddy error arises where an entity is a vertically integrated
business, and it incorrectly views the vertically integrated operation as
a single CGU. If the operation is capable of producing outputs that can
be consumed by third parties, this is likely to represent a separate CGU,
regardless of whether all of its output is consumed internally.
Examples of such situations might include:
• Vertical integration of producing oil wells with a refining operation most likely the production activity is a separate CGU from the refining
operation
• A refining operation and a retail chain of service stations - most likely
these are two separate CGUs
• A package tour operator, operating aircraft and hotels
• A steel producer operating coal mines to provide material to be
consumed in its steel furnaces, and
• A retail operation having its own farms or manufacturing facilities.
If an active market exists for the output produced by an asset or group
of assets, that asset or group of assets shall be identified as a cashgenerating unit, even if some or all of the output is used internally. If
the cash inflows generated by any asset or cash-generating unit are
affected by internal transfer pricing, an entity shall use management’s
best estimate of future price(s) that could be achieved in arm’s length
transactions in estimating:
aa the future cash inflows used to determine the asset’s or cashgenerating unit’s value in use; and
bb the future cash outflows used to determine the value in use of
any other assets or cash-generating units that are affected by the
internal transfer pricing.
AASB 13, paragraph 70

Coal Mine 1 Coal Mine 2
$'m
$'m

Steel Mill
$'m

Steel
Business
(Total)
$'m

Assets

100

10

200

310

Recoverable
amount
using internal
transfer pricing

101

60

189

350

Recoverable
amount using
standalone
market prices
for coal

71

30

249

350

Impairment
using internal
transfer
pricing

Nil

Nil

11

Nil

Impairment
using market
price of coal

29

Nil

Nil

Nil

If Company B determined the CGU to be the steel business as a whole, it
would result in Company B incorrectly recognising no impairment charge,
rather than the impairment charge of $29 million, using arm’s length
prices, required by AASB 136, paragraph 70.
Similarly, if Company B determined that the steel mill should be
impaired, and an impairment loss of $11 million was recognised based on
internal transfer pricing, this would not comply with AASB 136, paragraph
70.
This example illustrates the need to determine a CGU’s recoverable
amount using arm’s length prices, rather than internal transfer prices that
can be used to ‘share’ profits around the entity’s various CGUs.
Blind Freddy Error 5
Identifying vertically integrated businesses as one CGU because
output is only sold internally.
Blind Freddy Error 6
Using internal transfer pricing to determine recoverable amount
instead of arm’s length prices.
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Not consistently identifying CGUs from period to period for the same asset (or types of
assets) where no change is justified
Cash-generating units shall be identified consistently from period to period for the same asset
or types of assets, unless a change is justified.
AASB 136, paragraph 72
As described above, there is a degree of professional judgement involved in both determining:
• Whether an asset should be tested for impairment at the asset level or CGU level, and
• The allocation of assets to CGUs and the determination of what represents a CGU.
It is essential that these judgements are applied consistently, and if not, that fact is disclosed. There
is a tendency for allocation of assets to drift towards those CGUs that are generating the most cash
flows. This can arise as business models and markets evolve over time.
Example 7
Media Co operates three CGUs, namely a hard print newspaper, an online news subscription
website, and a monthly lifestyle magazine.
The print business is more asset intensive, involving printing presses, warehousing and distribution
equipment. Each business has its own sales and marketing teams, as well as a standalone editorial
team.
Performance of the CGUs in 2010 was as follows.
Print
Newspaper

Online news
service

Lifestyle
Magazine

Total

$’m

$’m

$’m

$’m

Acquired mastheads
/ titles

2

Nil

2

4

Printing presses

5

Nil

1

6

Warehouse

2.5

Nil

0.5

3

Distribution
equipment

1

Nil

Nil

1

Sundry equipment

1

0.5

0.5

2

Share of head office
fit-out

5

0.5

0.5

6

Total assets
attributable to the
CGU

16.5

1

4.5

22

20

2

5

27

Assets

Recoverable
amount in 2010

The nature of the media industry has changed significantly over the past six years, with a significant
increase in online business, and a significant retraction in the print business (both newspapers
and magazines). As a result, the workforce has been rationalised to one back office, reducing the
workforce by 60%. The organisation still produces financial results for each of the three businesses
based on the achieved sales and advertising revenue.
Had a consistent method of allocating assets been applied to the CGUs, the following recoverable
amounts shown in 2016 would be:
Print
Newspaper

Online news
service

Lifestyle
Magazine

Total

$’m

$’m

$’m

$’m

Acquired mastheads
/ titles

2

Nil

2

4

Printing presses

5

Nil

1

6

Warehouse

2.5

Nil

0.5

3

Distribution
equipment

1

Nil

Nil

1

Sundry equipment

1

0.5

0.5

2

Share of head office
fit-out

5

0.5

0.5

6

Total assets
attributable to the
CGU

16.5

1

4.5

22

10

15

2

27

Assets

Recoverable
amount in 2016

IASB ISSUES
AMENDMENTS
TO IFRS 4
INSURANCE
CONTRACTS
(APPLYING
IFRS 9
FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
AND IFRS 4)
The International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) recently issued amendments to IFRS
4 Insurance Contracts, to deal with concerns
raised by insurers about the different effective
dates of the revised insurance standard (still
forthcoming, and post 1 January 2021) and IFRS
9 Financial Instruments (1 January 2018).
Concerns raised include:
• Users of financial statements finding it
difficult to understand the additional
accounting mismatches and temporary
volatility that could arise in profit or loss if
IFRS 9 is applied before the new insurance
contracts standard
• Preparers having to apply the classification
and measurement requirements of IFRS
9 before the effects of the new insurance
standard can be fully evaluated, and
• Two sets of major accounting changes
in a short period of time could result in
significant cost and effort for both users and
preparers of financial statements.
As a result, the IASB has made two changes to
IFRS 4 as follows:
1. Insurers meeting the criteria in IFRS 4,
paragraph 20B can temporarily be permitted
(although are not required) to apply IAS
39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement instead of IFRS 9 for annual
periods beginning before 1 January 2021,
and
2. Insurers are permitted, but not required, to
apply the ‘overlay approach’ to designated
financial assets. This means that insurers
would reclassify between profit or loss and
other comprehensive income an amount
so that the net impact on profit or loss is
the same as if IAS 39 had been applied to
designated financial assets.
Please refer to our International Financial
Reporting Bulletin for more information on
these changes.
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Media Co proposes to re-determine the allocation of assets as follows:
Print
Newspaper

Online news
service

Lifestyle
Magazine

Total

$’m

$’m

$’m

$’m

Acquired mastheads
/ titles

1

2

1

4

Printing presses

5

Nil

1

6

Warehouse

2

1

Nil

3

Distribution
equipment

1

Nil

Nil

1

Sundry equipment

Nil

2

Nil

2

Share of head office
fit-out

1

5

Nil

6

Total assets
attributable to the
CGU

10

10

2

22

Recoverable
amount in 2016

10

15

2

27

Assets

A Blind Freddy error would be to conclude, based on this inconsistent allocation of assets to the
three CGUs, that there is no impairment charge to recognise. Based on the consistent allocation of
assets, an impairment charge of $9 million would be recognised ($6.5 million for print newspaper
and $2.5 million for magazines).
Blind Freddy Error 7
Changing asset allocations in CGUs to mirror business performance where the change is 		
not justified.
As an alternative, Media Co now determines that it only has one CGU, being its media business,
and determines that there is no impairment charge as the recoverable amount of $27 million
exceeds the carrying value the CGU of $22 million.
Blind Freddy Error 8
Merging CGUs after a business rationalisation to avoid impairment losses where independent
businesses are still being operated and separate results tracked.
Incomplete disclosure about changes to CGU composition
Where the composition of a CGU has changed since the previous reporting period (e.g. certain
assets moved from one CGU to another), and an impairment loss has been recognised or reversed
for that CGU during the current reporting period, all the detailed impairment disclosures in AASB
136, paragraph 130 must be included.
If an entity determines that an asset belongs to a cash-generating unit different from that in
previous periods, or that the types of assets aggregated for the asset’s cash-generating unit have
changed, paragraph 130 requires disclosures about the cash-generating unit, if an impairment
loss is recognised or reversed for the cash-generating unit
AASB 136, paragraph 73
Blind Freddy Error 9
Lack of disclosure about changes in the composition of CGUs.
Next month
In next month’s article we look at common errors made when testing goodwill for impairment,
including ‘the top down’ issue when not applying the appropriate unit of account.

NEW BDO
PUBLICATIONS
The Audit section of our website includes a
range of publications on IFRS issues. Look for
the ‘Global IFRS Resources’ link which includes
resources such as:
• IFRS at a Glance – ‘one page’ and short
summaries of all IFRS standards
• Need to Knows – updates on major IASB
projects and highlights practical implications
of forthcoming changes to accounting
standards. Recent Need to Knows include
IFRS 16 Leases (July 2016), IFRS 9 (2014)
Financial Instruments – Classification and
Measurement (April 2015), IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments - Impairment of Financial Assets
(Dec 2014), IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts
with Customers (Aug 2014) and Hedge
Accounting (IFRS 9 Financial Instruments)
(Jan 2014)
• IFRS in Practice – practical information
about the application of key aspects of
IFRS, including industry specific guidance.
Recent IFRS in Practice include IFRS 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers Transition (July 2016) and IFRS 15 Revenue
from Contracts with Customers (July
2016), IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements (Feb
2016), IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (Oct
2015), IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows (May
2014), Distinguishing between a business
combination and an asset purchase in the
extractives industry (March 2014), IAS
36 Impairment of Assets (Dec 2013) and
Common Errors in Financial Statements –
Share-based Payment (Dec 2013)
• Comment letters on IFRS standard setting
- includes BDO comments on various
projects of international standard setters,
including Exposure Drafts and other
Discussion Papers, when it is considered
that the issue is significant to the BDO
network and its clients. Latest comment
letters include The implementation of IFRS
9 requirements by banks, IASB ED 201508 IFRS Practice Statement: Application of
Materiality to Financial Statements, IASB ED
2015-3 Conceptual Framework for Financial
Reporting, IASB ED 2015-5 Proposed
amendments to IAS 19 and IFRIC 14, IASB
ED 2015-1 Classification of Liabilities and
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision –
Guidance on accounting for expected credit
losses.
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AASB ISSUES
FATAL FLAW DRAFT
STANDARD ON
INCOME OF NFPS

• Government entities (local governments, government departments,
general government sectors (GGSs) and whole of government) must
recognise the fair value of volunteer services received if the services
would have been purchased had they not been donated.
• Non-government NFPs can choose to recognise volunteer services but
are not obliged to.

The fatal flaw draft of the new accounting standard dealing with the
recognition of income for not-for-profit entities (NFPs), AASB 10XX
Income of Not-for-Profit Entities, referred to in our September Accounting
News article is now available on the Australian Accounting Standards
Board website.

More information
For more information, refer to Chartered Accountants Australia and New
Zealand Perspective series article, written by Shaun Steenkamp and Mark
Shying of the AASB.

The fatal flaw draft includes:
• Proposed AASB 10XX Income of Not-for-Profit Entities, related
application guidance (Appendix B) and Illustrative Examples
• Amendments to AASB 9 Financial Instruments, including additional
Australian implementation guidance for NFPs (Appendix C) on noncontractual receivables arising from statutory requirements
• Amendments to AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers,
including additional Australian implementation guidance for NFPs
(Appendix F) on identifying whether a contract exists, identifying
performance obligations and allocating the transaction price, and
• Illustrative Examples to AASB 15 to assist NFPs in determining
whether transactions are in scope of AASB 15 or AASB 10XX.
A ‘fatal flaw’ review process means that the draft standard will only
be changed to the extent that the standard is unclear, ambiguous,
or results in certain transactions being accounted for in the manner
not intended by the standard. It also includes final typographical and
internal cross referencing errors to be identified. It does not represent
a re-exposure of the standard or a re-examination of the key
principles proposed.
What types of transactions?
The proposed standard only applies to transactions where the
consideration given to acquire an asset is significantly less than its fair
value (in order to enable the NFP to further its objectives), and also to
volunteer services received by NFPs.
For assets acquired as part of a distressed sale, or subject to a trade
discount, the difference between the fair value of the asset and the
consideration is not principally related to furthering the NFP’s objectives.
As such, these types of transactions are not covered by this standard.
It is more likely that an asset acquired by a NFP, for consideration less
than fair value, is acquired principally to further the NFP’s objectives
when those terms and conditions are generally not available to other
entities.
Summary of requirements
The main proposals included in the fatal flaw draft of AASB 10XX include:
• Assets within the scope of this standard (i.e. acquired to further the
NFP’s objectives) are to be recognised in accordance with the relevant
Accounting Standard (e.g. AASB 116 Property, Plant and Equipment,
AASB 138 Intangible Assets, AASB 16 Leases, etc.). Changes have been
made to these other standards via the addition of ‘Aus’ paragraphs
to require initial recognition and measurement at fair value in all
cases (currently only recognised at fair value when acquired for no or
nominal cost).
• If the credit entry relates to contributions by owners (AASB 1004),
revenue (AASB 15), lease liabilities (AASB 16), financial instruments
(AASB 9) or provisions (AASB 137), these credits should be recognised
and then any excess recognised immediately in profit or loss as income.
• NFPs receiving transfers of cash to acquire or construct a nonfinancial asset for its own use (e.g. cash given to acquire or construct
PPE to identified specifications), will generally recognise a liability
initially. Income will be recognised as and when the NFP satisfies the
obligations of the transfer.

Comments due
The AASB is seeking comment on this fatal flaw draft by 21 October 2016.
A final standard is expected by the end of the year.
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MORE FINANCIAL
REPORTING CLASS
ORDERS REPLACED
WITH NEW
INSTRUMENTS
Background
Legislative instruments issued by the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC), such as class orders, are automatically
repealed (expire) after ten years unless ASIC takes action to preserve
them. The purpose of the ten year ‘sunset’ clause is to ensure class
orders are regularly updated and only remain effective while they are ‘fit
for purpose, necessary and relevant’. In redrafting class orders, ASIC’s
approach is to make class orders clear and user friendly.
New instruments
On 30 September 2016, ASIC reissued the following Legislative
Instruments (instruments) (previously referred to as Class Orders) that
impact financial reporting.
The new instruments are all effective from 29 September 2016 but
have different start dates (refer discussion for each one below).
Old Class Order

New Instrument

CO 98/1417 Audit relief for
proprietary companies

ASIC Corporations (Audit Relief)
Instrument 2016/784

CO 98/1418 Wholly-owned
entities

ASIC Corporations (Whollyowned Companies) Instrument
2016/785

CO 01/1256 Qualified Accountants

ASIC Corporations (Qualified
Accountant) Instrument 2016/786

The relief provided by the respective Legislative Instruments is essentially
the same as the superseded Class Orders. These are summarised briefly
below. For further specific details, please refer to the relevant documents
which are hyperlinked below.
Audit relief
Legislative Instrument 2016/784 provides relief to large proprietary
companies and small foreign controlled proprietary companies from
having an audit, and sending accounts to members, if all of the following
apply:
• The company is not a disclosing entity, borrower in relation to a
debenture (or guarantor of such a borrower) or a financial services
licensee
• No audit has been performed since 1992 (subject to certain
exceptions for small foreign controlled proprietary companies)
• Resolutions have been passed during a 19 month period (starting
three months before the beginning of the financial year and ending
four months after the end of the financial year) as follows:
−− Unanimous resolution by all directors that the financial report
should not be audited, and
−− Unanimous resolution by all members of the company that the
financial report should not be audited (made after having received
a statement from the directors stating whether in their opinion, the
costs of having an audit outweigh the benefits, including reasons)
• If this is the first time that audit relief is being sought, notice of
resolutions referred to above, signed by a director or company
secretary, have been lodged with ASIC using Form 382
• The company has not been given a written notice that relief is not
to apply by:
−− A director any time before the directors’ declaration is signed
−− A member who controls 5% or more of votes to be cast at a
general meeting, at any time up to one month before the end of
the financial year

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

−− Any person owed approved subordinated debt by the company,
at any time up to one month before the end of the financial year, or
−− ASIC
The directors’ declarations for all financial years include an unqualified
solvency declaration
Company has procedures in place to assess solvency
Within one month of the end of each quarter, quarterly management
accounts are prepared and the directors have resolved that total
liabilities did not exceed 70% of total tangible assets (or consolidated
amounts if applicable) and the company will be able to pay its debts
when they become due and payable (Note: further resolutions are
required if the company is party to a deed of cross guarantee under
the wholly-owned entity Legislative Instrument 2016/785)
At the time the annual directors’ declaration is signed under s295(4),
similar resolutions are made regarding liabilities not exceeding 70% of
total tangible assets (refer point above)
The entity or group made a profit for the current year or the
immediately preceding financial year (i.e. if you have two loss years in
a row, audit relief is no longer available)
The ‘profits test’ and ‘liabilities test’ must be determined based
on Accounting Standards, but ‘liabilities’ must include approved
subordinated debt
No registered company auditor has indicated to the company, or any
of its directors or officers, that if the financial report were audited for
the financial year, it would include a modified opinion
The annual financial report must include a compilation report as
required by APES 315 Compilation of Financial Information, issued by a
‘prescribed accountant’
The annual financial report must still be lodged with ASIC, even
though it is unaudited (i.e. will include the compilation report referred
to above), and
The annual report must include a statement by directors that it
has not been audited in reliance on this instrument, and that the
requirements of this instrument have been complied with.

If the company ceases to rely on the relief in a subsequent year (first nonreliance year), it must lodge a notice signed by a director with ASIC (Form
396) within four months of the end of the first non-reliance year.
If members or persons owed subordinated debt request a copy of the
management accounts or the directors’ quarterly resolutions within
seven days of the end of the quarter, the company must make these
available free of charge, either at the registered office, or by sending these
documents by post within 14 days after receiving the request.
While this Instrument applies from the date it is registered (29
September 2016), it applies to financial years ending on or after 1
January 2017. Despite its repeal, superseded Class Order 98/1417
continues to apply to financial years ending before 1 January 2017.
Wholly-owned companies
This instrument, 2016/785, provides relief to wholly-owned entities
that are party to a deed of cross guarantee at the end of the financial
year (relevant financial year) from the requirement to prepare, have
audited and lodge annual financial statements with ASIC, including
reporting to members.
To obtain the relief, all of the following must be satisfied:
• The entity is not a disclosing entity, borrower in relation to debentures
(or a guarantor of such a borrower) or a financial services licensee
• The entity has a holding entity (parent), which is not a small
proprietary company, with the same financial year end
• Each member of the closed group, other than the holding entity, is a
company, or a body incorporated in Australia, the United Kingdom,
New Zealand, Singapore or Hong Kong
• If a foreign entity is party to the deed of cross guarantee, the directors
of the company and the holding entity are satisfied, as evidenced
by resolutions of directors of the two entities, that the deed of cross
guarantee is generally enforceable in the place of incorporation or
formation of the foreign entity
• No party to the deed of cross guarantee are bodies regulated by APRA
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• Consolidated financial statements and notes, including additional information for entities
subject to the deed of cross guarantee, are prepared, audited and lodged with ASIC within
required deadlines
• Annual resolutions are to be made at, or near the end of, the financial year by directors to
consider the advantages and disadvantages of the company remaining a party to the deed of
cross guarantee
• Complex rules exist for resolutions, particularly entities becoming, or ceasing to be, a part of the
deed of cross guarantee (refer to text of the Instrument for further details).
While this Instrument applies from the date it is registered (29 September 2016), it applies to
financial years ending on or after 1 January 2017. Despite its repeal, superseded Class Order
98/1418 continues to apply to financial years ending before 1 January 2017.
Qualified accountants
Legislative Instrument 2016/786 outlines ASIC’s declaration under s88B(2) of the Corporations Act
2001 of who it considers to be a ‘qualified accountant’.
Members of the following professional bodies are considered to be qualified accountants:
• CPA Australia (CPAA)
• Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ)
• Institute of Public Accountants (IPA)
• Eligible foreign professional bodies.
However, members of these professional bodies are only considered qualified accountants if they
are subject to continuing professional education requirements, and confirm in writing, at or about
the time of their most recent renewal of membership, that they have complied with the body’s CPE
requirements.
Note that members of eligible foreign professional bodies were not referred to in superseded Class
Order 01/1256. These persons must have at least three years of practical experience in accounting
or auditing, and be providing a certificate under s708(8)(c) or s761G(7)(c) to a person who is
resident in the same country (sophisticated investors). Eligible foreign professional bodies include:
• American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
• Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (United Kingdom)
• Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
• Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
• Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland
• Institute of Chartered Accountants in Scotland.
List of updated financial reporting Legislative Instruments so far
For your reference, the table below contains a list of all updated financial reporting Legislative
Instruments issued so far:
Number

Name

2015/840

ASIC Corporations (Exempt Proprietary Companies) Instrument

2015/841

ASIC Corporations (Non-reporting Entities) Instrument

2015/842

ASIC Corporations (Post Balance Date Reporting) Instrument

2016/181

ASIC Corporations (Electronic Lodgement of Financial Reports) Instrument

2016/187

ASIC Corporations (Uncontactable Members) Instrument

2016/188

ASIC Corporations (Directors’ Report Relief) Instrument

2016/189

ASIC Corporations (Synchronisation of Financial Years) Instrument

2016/190

ASIC Corporations (Disclosing Entities) Instrument

2016/191

ASIC Corporations (Rounding in Financial / Directors’ Reports) Instrument

2016/784

ASIC Corporations (Audit Relief) Instrument

2016/785

ASIC Corporations (Wholly-owned Companies) Instrument

2016/786

ASIC Corporations (Qualified Accountant) Instrument
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

COMMENTS SOUGHT ON
EXPOSURE DRAFTS

ADELAIDE
PAUL GOSNOLD
Tel +61 8 7324 6049
paul.gosnold@bdo.com.au

At BDO, we provide comments locally to the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) and
internationally to the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). We welcome any client
comments on exposure drafts that are currently available for comment. If you would like to provide
any comments please contact Wayne Basford at wayne.basford@bdo.com.au.
DOCUMENT

PROPOSALS

ED Fatal Flaw Drafts
Income of Not-forProfit Entities (AASB
10XX and AASB
2016-X)
ED 275 Definition
of a Business and
Accounting for
Previously Held
Interests

Proposes to clarify and simplify the
income recognition requirements for
not-for-profit entities.

COMMENTS DUE
TO AASB BY
21 October 2016

Proposes to amend AASB 3 Business
23 September 2016
Combinations and AASB 11 Joint
Arrangements to clarify:
• The definition of a business, and
• Accounting for previously held
interests when an entity obtains
control of a business that is a joint
operation, and when it obtains joint
control of a business that is a joint
operation.

COMMENTS DUE
TO IASB BY
N/A

31 October 2016
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